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Abstract: The excessive usage of screen like internet, games,Social media is a sign of  Psychological addiction.The addictive 

disorder stress,depression,anxiety are predicted in brain image by the reduction of gray and white matter. Machine learning can 

improve the classification of image and predict the affected brain region. The brain image has change in functional brain 

connectivity and calculates the brain activity model as an mirror image,where time,space in image scan is found using functional 

brain connection by applying various algorithms to predict the damaged task  with support vector machines(SVM)and random 

forest,Result evaluated in physiological disorder in brain  tissue activation are associated with classification accuracy and 

performance are compare with different algorithm.The non-screen activities like Face-to-Face conversation,Exercising,Painting 

so on would increase the memory,positive observation and awareness of people. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The stormy usage of electronic screen like online social networking, messaging app,online games etc have become part 

of day today life. When the usage exceeds it leads to addiction. Cyclical involvement with videogames,diminish day-today 

work or educational activities and has been suggested by the American Psychiatric Association(APA) as a tentative psychiatric 

disorder requiring further study(Diagnostic and statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [DSM-5] (APA 2017)[1].Social network 

mental disorders(SNMDs), such as Information gathering through Net made 1 in 8 of Americans suffer from problematic 

Internet use[2][3].The internet addiction recognized as mental disorder through its neurobiological basis is unknown. The 

functional neuroimaging is used to investigate whole-brain connectivity in adolesent diagnosed with internet addiction.Based 

on neurobiological addiction related disorders predict connectivity disruptions in adolesents with internet addiction would be 

most prominent in cortico-striatal circuitry[4].Reduced orbitofrontal cortical thickness has been implicated in pathalogy of 

drug,behavioral and internet addiction[5]The internet addiction disorder associated with structural abnormality in brain gray 

matter,that is abnormal function of brain[6].The brain gray matter density changes in adolescents with internet addiction using 

voxel-based morphometry analysis on structural magnetic resonance images[7]. 

The online gaming addiction which is the subtype of internet addiction suggested the cortical thickness abnormalities in 

brain region due to online gaming addiction[8].online gaming addiction have greater attention on mental health issue 

voxel-based morphometry analysis and track-based spatial statistics are used to investigate microstructural analysis in online 

gaming addiction and found that microstructural abnormalities of gray and white matter were present in online gaming 

addiction subjects[9]. 

2. MENTAL DISORDER IN SCREEN ADDICTION 

Addictive or Long time use of massive multiplayer online games has emerged as a national problem.Over the globe,and 

different governmental interventations have been introduced in order to combat this potential psychological and behavioral 

disorder.Witnessing the growing concerns about the negative consequences[10].Internet Gaming Disorder laid out in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders and concludes that playing online game became the most activity of 

Internet addiction.In order to discriminate the high risk of abdominal breathing and emotional Self-Assessment Manikin 

questionnaire were used in this study of watching three type of films(film1,film2,film3) before and after Abdominal breathing 

and the resulted as emotional change[11].Mental Health and Behavioral have increased,published statistics from World Health 

Organization,7.4 percent of global “Disability Adjusted Life Years”(DALYs) are based on MHB related 

disorders.Addictions(Substance & Behavioral) and Psychiatric Disordes(Mood & Anxiety) are the most commonly recognized 

types pf MHB disorders[12]. 
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Image Analysis 

Image classification is a big dispute on image analysis tasks especially the discretion of methods and techniques in 

capitalizing the result of image processing and pattern recognition The medical image classification has three 

steps:preprocessing,feature extraction and clasification[20].The source of medical images data is generated from Biomedical 

Devices which use the imaging techniques like Computed Tomography(CT),Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and 

mammogram[21].Medical image data is produced by imaging modalities.The Fig.1 describes the different screen addiction and 

mental health illness,how it affects the brain. 

The problem is how to extract the image and classify and identify which part of human body are affected by specific 

disease from image classification result.There are several medical imaging modalities that involve ionizing radiation,nuclear 

medicine,magnetic resonance and ultrasound methods as a modality media.Each modality has a special attribute and different 

response to human body structure and organs tissue[19].The four imaging modalities are: 

(1) Protrusional Imaging 

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation (EM),which has a wavelength range between 0.1-10nm.These are 

translated into photons with every levels,12-125 keV.The x-ray imaging protrusion are used almost at the same time with the 

need to use laboratory testing as a medical diagnostic tool.Image formation process is divided into three main steps:Image 

preread,Image main read,Image processing[21]. 

(2)Computed Tomography (CT)  

The conventional x-ray imaging protrusion sometimes fails in achieving good results because of tiny differences in 

attenuation(less than 5%).CT improves the subject contrast using discrimination less than 1%.The application for cancer 

screening such as lung and virtual colonoscopy often uses CT. 
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Machine Learning 

Machine learning comes under artificial intelligence,which has different kind of classification like supervised 

classification with known data whereas unsupervised classification with unknown data(group of cluster).These clustering 

method makes it possible to find new structures.The MRI,EEG reveals patterns that allow patients to be divided into different 

groups,which could be useful for screening or for describing groups with a particular trait brain disorder (reduction of gray and 

white matter).These techniques make possible to predict different types of addiction in psychotic transition in patients in an 

mental risk state(13)and in the field mood disorders(14).In addictive medicine,the risk of alcohol recovery can be predicted by 

analyzing clinical data like alcohol use,craving,health-related quality of life and psychological measures(15)(16)Bayesian 

network model to predict relapse,based on responses to 2934 A-CHESS weekly surveys provided by 152 alcohol-dependent 

individuals who had completed the treatment showed good prediction(17).Machine learning technique with high classification  

to identify behavioral bio markers predicts of the use of substances such as cognitive(18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparative Table of  Classifier:Table:1 

The list of classifier in Table.1 are compared and evaluated, the random forest is found to be more efficient with high 

accuracy.  

S.No Author-Name Journal-Name&Reference Classifier Accuracy 

1. M.Hamhalam,A.Ayatoll

ahi 

Diagnosis of 

AstrocytomaandGlobalasto

m Using Machine 

Vision,IEEE(2018) 

Linear SVM 87.7% 

2. DeepakRanjan 

Nayak,Ratnakar 

Dash,Banshidar Majhi 

Classification of Brain MR 

Images using Discrete 

Wavelet Transform and 

Random 

Forests,IEEE(2015) 

Random Forest 99.2% 

3. Nirmala 

K,Venkateswaran 

N,Vinoth Kumar C 

HoG Based Naive Bayes 

Classifier for Glaucoma 

Detection,IEEE(2017) 

Naive Bayes 

Classifier 

94% 

4. Hala Alil,Mohammed 

Elmogy,Eman 

El-Daydamony,AhmedA

twan 

Multi-resolution MRI Brain 

Image Segmentation Based 

on Morphological Pyramid 

and Fuzzy C-means  

Clustering,Springer(2015) 

K-means 

clustering 

91.5% 

5. Vanessa 

Gomez-Verdejo,Emilio 

Parrado-Hernandez 

Sign-Consistency Based 

Variable Importance for 

Machine Learning in Brain 

Imaging,Springer(2019) 

Bagging SVM 95.2% 

6. Sandhya.G,Giri 

Babu.Kande,Satya 

Savithri.T 

Detection of normal and 

abnormal tissues in MR 

images of the brain using an 

Advanced Multilevel 

Thresholding Technique and 

Kernel SVM 

classifier,IEEE(2017) 

SVM &Kernels 80% 

7. Pavol Mikolas,Jaroslav 

Hlinka,Antonin 

Skoch,Zbynek 

Machine Learning 

classification of first 

episode schizophrenia 

spectrum disorders and 

controls using whole brain 

white matter fractional 

anisotropy,Springer(2018) 

SVM 

&clustering 

62.34% 
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3. CONCLUSION 

The Long time usage in Electronic screen like TV,playing game,Social Media Network,Mobile time bestow mental 

disorder as anger,fear,stress,depression and so on. The Psychological  addictive disorders with machine learning technique 

with different classification algorithm to predict the decline of gray and white matter in brain image.The damage part of brain 

region in an image are classified,predicted and result are compared with exact performance and accuracy.In future addiction can 

be proceeded through visual screen time such as eye discomfort,fatigue,blurred vision,headaches,dry eyes and eye strain. 
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